Threatening moves shake 'sixth school'

By Michael McNamee

Student activities have always been a bright spot in the generally dull panorama of MIT. Even last year's student survey, a document with shocking comments to make about lifestyle at the Institute, found it an impenetrable, cold and unfriendly place: a place void of color, of imagination, of student creativity. But a glance at the latest results of the survey -- a glance which the Reader of the Institute is bound to make -- reveals a situation wherein the future of student activities at MIT seems to be a matter of great concern.

The Reader of the Institute is bound to change his opinion of MIT's administration. The administration's attitude towards student activities is revealed by the statement that "the administration has never had to move to stop student activities from going on." This statement is a clear indication that the administration has never had to move to stop student activities from going on. It is also an indication that the administration has never had to move to stop student activities from going on.
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